Extracting and smoothing contours in mammograms using Fourier descriptors
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ABSTRACT

Contour is one of the essential object features in image processing and particularly in region description, registration and length estimation. In many applications where contour is used, a good segmentation and an efficient smoothing method are needed. In X-ray images, such as mammograms, where object edge is not clearly discernible, estimating the object’s contour may yield substantial shift along the boundary due to noise or segmentation drawbacks. An appropriate smoothing is therefore required to reduce these effects. In this paper, an approach based on local adaptive threshold segmentation to extract contour and a new smoothing approach founded on Fourier descriptors are introduced. The experimental results of extraction obtained from a set of mammograms and compared with the breast regions delineated by radiologists yielded an percent overlap area of 98.7% ± 0.9% with false positive and negative rates of 0.36 ± 0.74 and 0.93 ± 0.44 respectively. The proposed method was tested on a set of images and improved the accuracy, leading to an average error of less than one pixel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contour is one of the essential object features in image analysis. Despite its apparent simplicity, it is a feature difficult to accurately compute from a digital image. To accurately extract an object contour, a clear distinction between foreground and background is required. Furthermore, the shape of the contour extracted from digital image must be regular and smooth to ease object recognition or accurate length estimation.

Identifying and extracting breast contour in mammograms is of great importance due to the fact that it can improve computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) algorithms since it restricts the searching space for calcifications and lesions detection [1] and thus computation time [2]. Breast boundary delineating appears as a constraint in searching the reference point for registration between left and right mammograms in the process of asymmetry detection [3, 4]. Furthermore, nipple detection [5,6] and pectoral muscle [7,8] extraction which are some of the important pre-processing steps in CAD for breast cancer, critically depend on breast contour detection.

Unfortunately, in mammograms, breast edge is not clearly visible and the image background sometimes contains artifacts or is corrupted by noise. Developing a contour detection algorithm able to deal with different kinds of noise and artifacts present in the background of a mammogram is hard to achieve since it is difficult to distinguish the skin-air interface that separates the breast tissue from the background [9,10]. As a result, pixels are often shifted or misestimated after segmentation from the true contour. Smoothing the contour therefore appears as a solution to reduce these effects.

A wide variety of approaches have so far been developed to extract breast boundary in mammograms. Although some have shown promising results, they neither
preserve the nipple—except in rare cases—nor produce a smooth contour. Smoothing the contour reduces shift of pixels along contour allowing easy estimation of length and removal of irrelevant objects present in the background while preserving skin and nipple. It is therefore of utmost importance in the event of breast deformation modeling.

1.1. Related Works

A literature review reveals that works aiming at segmenting the breast profile in mammograms can be categorized in methods based on histogram, gradients, polynomials modeling, region growing, active contours and wavelets [9-32].

One of the earliest attempts to segment breast region from background in mammograms was based on a simple threshold technique [11]. This approach consisted in setting a single threshold to separate non breast region from breast region [3,12,13]. However, as a single threshold is used for partitioning the image, it will inevitably result in misclassification of some background pixels as the breast region and vice-versa due to overlap between these regions. The use of local thresholding [9,14] had been shown to give better results as it thresholds each pixel using local information from its neighborhood. This method can efficiently deal with noise present on the breast edge area.

An interesting algorithm described by Lou et al. [15] considers that the traces of the intensity value from the breast region to the skin-air interface evolve as a monotonic decreasing function. It first searches an initial boundary set of pixels in the image, and then an estimated boundary is obtained by extrapolation. The contour is finally derived from the extrapolated points of the boundary after refinement and linking. The extrapolation finally introduces errors in the boundary detection.

Limin Yu et al. [16] used rational wavelet filtering to extract the breast contours in mammograms. Based on the observation that the low frequency images of a mammogram provide a better separation between breast region and background compared to gray level intensities (Heine et al. [17]), taking a reduced size of wavelet expansion image at low frequencies and applying a single threshold to eliminate noise, the largest object in the resulting image is identified as the breast region.

Semmlow et al. [18] applied spatial filters and Sobel operator edge detector to obtain breast boundary. Mendez et al. [19] used a gradient to identify the boundary after two-level histogram threshold techniques. Morton et al. [20] and Zhou et al. [21] developed similar methods where, after subscribing the background using an initial threshold, edge was found through line gradient analysis. Abdel-Mottaeab et al. [22] identified the breast edge through evaluation of different thresholds using edge gradient of resulting images and their union. Gradient-based methods present the advantage of using local information to extract the edge in image but show the same weakness as the histogram-based approaches as the final edge is to be selected through a threshold process.

Chandrasekhar et al. [23] applied a polynomial fitting model to approximate the breast region. A rough threshold segmentation was firstly done to approximate breast region. Then by fitting polynomials increasingly, several thresholds are generated. The selection of threshold and order of the polynomial was geared at minimizing the mean square error. Saha et al. [24] used a classifier where scale-based fuzzy technique connectivity was applied to segment breast region.

Wirth and Stapinski [25] and McLoughlin and Bones [26] used active contours to extract breast contour. They performed a global threshold and then modeled the background noise using Poisson approximation and the final binary mask obtained from the threshold of the model was used as seed for the snake algorithm. Ojala et al. [27] described a semi automated method where a boundary traced interactively was used to initialize the snake. Later, they described an active contour method for extracting and smoothing breast contours in mammograms [28]. Petroudi et al. [10] used a level set introduced by Chan and Vese [29] to extract the breast boundary. They firstly estimated the breast edge area by thresholding the image at the mean value and then enhanced the edge area. The binary mask was then used to initialize the active contour algorithm using the image with the enhanced breast edge. Ferrari et al. [30] used an active contour model especially designed to be locally adaptive to cope with noise, artifact and labels present near the boundary. Active contour methods are initialization dependent and sometimes a prior segmentation must be done to approximate the shape of the object in order to speed up the convergence. This technique is also complex and time consuming and can impose limitation on practical applications [9,10,30].

One can clearly see that there is still no optimal segmentation method of breast region in digital mammograms. One inherent limitation of methods developed so far is the fact that very few of them preserve skin or nipple in profile. Generally, histogram intensity-based approaches are fast and not computationally demanding but suffer from reduced effectiveness in segmenting accurate breast regions and delineating a smooth contour. Useful results can nevertheless be obtained from global and local thresholding [10].

1.2. Proposed Method and Advantages

Extracting the breast contour should adequately model soft tissue/air interface and preserve nipple if in profile [2]. The use of local thresholding methods had earlier
been said to be promising as they combine fairly good results and simplicity, unlike the algorithm described in [30] which can yield good results but is complex and has long execution time [9]. As breast contour detection is very often the first step in CAD systems, the segmentation method applied should be fast enough so as not to computationally overweight on the overall CAD system.

A global segmentation method like that of Otsu [31] tries to set a single threshold value for the whole image. This method is very fast and gives good results for discernible objects in images. However, when the boundary is not clearly visible or when the image has low contrast, this method tends to shift the edge or produce marginal noise along the edge.

Local binary segmentation methods [32,33] try to overcome these problems by computing a threshold for each pixel using information from the local neighborhood of the reference pixel. These methods are able to achieve good results for degraded images but they are often slow since the computation is conducted from the local neighborhood of each pixel in the image.

A good compromise would be therefore to devise tricks to speed up local binary segmentation methods. This is precisely what we do in this paper by using a segmentation approach based on local adaptive threshold using sum-tables implemented through the concept of integral images. By using the approach of sum-tables [34], local binary segmentation can be achieved with speed close to that of global segmentation but with better performance.

Commonly, after segmentation, the contour of an object is jagged or extended due to noise in the boundary or segmentation method shortcomings. In most of the previous mentioned works, care was not taken on smoothness of the contour yielded. The authors rather focused on the accuracy of their algorithm in terms of breast area described by the detected contour. In this paper, we propose an approach to produce a smooth contour of breast in mammograms by the use of Fourier Descriptors (FDs). The main difficulty when using FDs for smoothing contour is to estimate the optimal number of FDs necessary for a proper smoothing. In Section 2, a method for automated detection of the adequate number of Fourier Descriptors (nFD) useful for a proper smoothing is introduced.

This paper therefore puts forth a two-step algorithm of extracting and smoothing breast contours from mammograms. A local adaptive threshold method based on sums of table is used to extract breast profile followed by the use of FD to smooth the extracted contours. Furthermore, as the FDs are based on the Fourier transform, it makes our approach fast and easy to implement.

There are a few advantages pertaining to this work as compared to those in the literature. The first is the use of a speed-up version of local thresholding technique. The second is tackling of the problem of contours’ smoothness more or less neglected in a good number of previous works. This paper also has the merit of tackling this problem through the use of FDs which are derived from Fourier transforms which are fast and easy to use as they will be seen. Finally, we propose a method to automatically select the optimal number of FDs needed for a smoothing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: details of algorithms used in contour extraction and problems related to contour smoothing are the object of Section 2 while Section 3 presents results from test of our algorithm on a standard database. These results are commented and compared to those of previous works in Section 4. Finally Section 5 presents some conclusions and remarks.

2. CONTOUR EXTRACTION AND SMOOTHING

The segmentation approach used in this section is based on local adaptive threshold using sum-tables implemented through the concept of integral images. The following paragraph describes the method.

2.1. Local Adaptive Threshold for Segmentation Using Sum-Tables

Given an image in which the intensity of a pixel is at the position \( (i, j) \). In the local adaptive threshold technique, the goal is to compute a threshold \( T(i, j) \) for each pixel such that:

\[
O(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } I(i, j) \leq T(i, j) \\
255 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( O(i, j) \) is the output image.

The Sauvola’s binary segmentation technique [33] computes the local threshold \( T(i, j) \) of a pixel centered in a \( w \times w \) window using the local mean \( m(i, j) \) and the local standard deviation \( s(i, j) \). The expression used in Sauvola’s binary segmentation method is of the form:

\[
T(i, j) = m(i, j) \left[ 1 + k \left( \frac{s(i, j)}{R} - 1 \right) \right]
\]

where \( R \) is the maximum value of the standard deviation and \( k \) is a parameter which takes positive values in the range \([0.2, 0.5]\).

The use of the standard deviation in this formula is to adapt the threshold to pixel value in the window. When the contrast in the region is high, \( s(i, j) \approx R \) which results in \( T(i, j) \approx m(i, j) \). Otherwise, in the uniform region, the standard deviation is low and the threshold goes below the local mean therefore successfully removing the relatively dark region of the background.
Computing Equation (2) for an $N \times N$ image dimension results in computational complexity of $O(W^2N^2)$ which makes the method time consuming. This complexity can be reduced to $O(N^2)$ by using the concept of integral image [35]. An integral image is defined as the image in which the intensity of a pixel at a given position is equal to the sum of all the pixels above the position and those left of the position. The expression of integral image is of the form:

\[
I_s(i, j) = \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} \sum_{l=0}^{j-1} I(k, l)
\]  

The local mean and the variance can be efficiently computed for any window size by using one addition and two subtractions instead of summing all pixels of the given window [33]. The local mean $m(i, j)$ is defined as follows:

\[
m(i, j) = I_s(i + w/2, j + w/2) + I_s(i - w/2, j - w/2) - I_s(i + w/2, j - w/2) - I_s(i - w/2, j + w/2)
\]  

The standard deviation $s(i, j)$ is defined as follows:

\[
s^2(i, j) = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{k=i-w/2}^{i+w/2} \sum_{l=j-w/2}^{j+w/2} I^2(k, l) - m^2(i, j)
\]  

The result of the binary segmentation of mammograms using this approach is presented in Figure 1.

After segmentation, noisy points along contours are removed by performing a dilation followed by an erosion (Figure 1(c)). These two operations are carried out to avoid any displacement of the boundary.

Figure 2 shows some mammograms containing substantial noise in the background. After binary segmentation, the boundary of breast in mammogram is not entirely retrievable with the global thresholding method while the local thresholding method allows complete edge retrieval after morphological operations (erosion and dilation) with a $7 \times 7$ structuring element.

These two cases of mammograms presented in Figure 2 are a good illustration that the local adaptive thresholding method using integral images can successfully extract boundary pixels when they are drowned in noise.

The contour extracted at this step (Figure 1(c) for instance) is jagged or may present some shifts of pixels on the edge due to the presence of noise along the boundary. Obtaining a real appearance of contour of the object requires some additional operations. This can be done by smoothing the extracted contour. The following section describes FDs in relation with contour smoothing.

2.2. Fourier Descriptors and Contours

Let’s consider a contour of an object made of $N$ pixels.

**Figure 1.** Binary segmentation of mammogram (mdb227) (a) initial image, (b) binary image, (c) cleaned edge in binary image.

**Figure 2.** Breast region segmentation in mammograms (mdb001 and mdb112) with Otsu technique (a), (e) and integral image method (c), (g). Images (b), (d), (f) and (h) are attempts of retrieving breast edge after segmentation.

Let $Z_k$ be the $k$th pixel in the contour and $(x_k, y_k)$ its coordinate. The contour coordinate is therefore a vector $Z$ of length $N$ with individual elements $Z_k = 0, \ldots, N - 1$. Each contour element $Z_k$ can be represented as a complex $Z_k =
The advantage of this representation is that it reduces the problem from 2D to 1D. The discrete Fourier transform of \( Z \) is of the following form where \( C_l \) are the Fourier Descriptors coefficients of the contour:

\[
C_l = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} Z_k e^{-j2\pi kl/N}
\]  

(3)

The key idea is that applying the Fourier transform to a closed contour (loop) is like computing the Fourier transform of a periodic signal. It represents the frequencies in the signal. In the case of an object contour, low frequency components of FDs contain information about the shape of the contour while the finer details along it are contained in the higher frequency components.

### 2.3. Contour Smoothing with FDs

Shape is the most important low level image feature to human perception. FDs have recently been applied to matching, retrieving or recognizing objects according to their shape [35-37]. They can also be used to smooth a contour. Considering a contour as a signal drowned in noise, FDs can be efficiently used for filtering the noise along the contour just as for any signal. Noise here is zigzag or shift of the pixels along the contour. Smoothing tends to reduce that noise and produces a regular curve of contour as in its real state. The problem of smoothing a contour is simply the determination of the amount of FDs to be selected for reconstructing the contour curve.

A contour with \( N \) points yields a set of \( N \) FDs coefficients. Figure 3 presents breast contour and its corresponding FDs. When more coefficients are selected, the smoothed curve gets closer to the segmented contour whereas considering very few coefficients will cause loss of significant corners or details with reduction of computation time. At this step, it is hard to determine the number of FDs (nFD) for a proper smoothing since there is no cut-off in FDs’ coefficients (see Figure 3(c)). Consequently, an optimal quantity of FDs’ coefficients cannot be straightforwardly derived. A simple approach to cope with this problem is to study the effects of the variation of nFD on the smoothed curve. A comparison between segmented and smoothed contour is carried out to assess the similarity of both curves in order to derive the optimal nFD. This closeness is evaluated by computing Euclidean distances between two corresponding pixels in both curves which express gaps or errors. The contour will be smooth when errors are very low and remain under a limit value depending on the noise level in the contour of a given mammogram. Note that this limit value represents the maximal displacement done on a noisy pixel to smooth the contour curve. Next section explains how to derive the optimal nFD using errors produced with different nFD considered.

2.4. Optimal Choice of the nFD

Using all FDs coefficients leads to recovering the segmented contour (under smoothing) whereas considering only few of them causes the loss of contour (over smoothing). It is difficult to define either maximal error (ME) or nFD for a proper smoothing knowing that smoothing consists of shifting noisy pixels from their position on the segmented contour. Maximal error (ME) can be viewed as maximal shift to be done on a noisy pixel to align it on the contour curve. Mammograms being corrupted by different levels of noise, optimization aims at finding the best trade-off between noise reduction (pixels’ contour displacement) and nFD for proper smoothing. When computing the errors for different nFD, it is high when the nFD is low and decreases in amplitude as nFD increases and finally becomes null when all FD are considered. This is true for each pixel of the contour. The approach we propose to solve this optimization problem consists in studying the maximal error (ME) variation. Figure 4 shows the variation of maximal error (ME) for different nFD when smoothing breast contour in a mammogram.

Observing Figure 4, we notice that ME drops rapidly and becomes very small near zero and almost constant in a certain range of nFD. Another important remark we can
derive from this plot is that only few FDs are necessary for smoothing as ME is constant in a wide interval of values. The optimization process consists in searching for the nFD from which ME starts to be constant. This particular point is located on the elbow (knee) of the curve. The optimal nFD therefore corresponds to the amount of FDs for which ME is located at that elbow (knee) of the curve. It is a mathematical problem called “knee detection” that we address in the next subsection.

2.5. Knee Point Detection for Optimal Smoothing

Selecting the knee point—finding the good operating point—in a curve is difficult and even impossible to properly quantify since there exist neither a standard definition of the knee nor a general systematic approach for detecting one [37]. Recently, some accurate approaches have been developed to address the knee detection problem. Zhao et al [38] used an angle-based approach which is an extension of the L-method for detecting knees in clustering applications. Their algorithm ignores the global trend of the curve and combines successive differences with the angles formed by y-axis to detect knees at local maxima of these angle values. Satopää et al. [37] attempted to give a standard definition of knee and discussed common methods used in knee detection. Their algorithm is based on threshold of local maxima of successive differences and can detect knee as well in online as offline data. While this algorithm is appealing, the choice of its sensitivity parameter is still questionable as it depends on the amount of data points considered. Although this algorithm yields knee detection results, it may computationally be expensive as we will show in the next section.

In our work, we rather used two basic criteria to detect the knee point for optimal smoothing. Our motivation in using these criteria is based on the fact that in each case of contour, the ME always exhibits the same behavior. The first criterion delimits the curve’s area where the knee is expected while the second checks if the slope of the curve is becoming null. The main advantages of this approach are 1) the limit values (maximal and/or minimal) of the data are generally known in advance and it is possible to define the convergence parameters, 2) the best operating point when smoothing lies at the end of knee’s curve and the method should give the possibility to tune up this value, 3) the knee is detected without delay. The knee detection algorithm works as follows:

1) Compute the error for different value of nFD and select MEi
2) Obtain a knee by curve using the following equation on all computed MEi: \( y_i = \max(\text{ME}) - ME_i \)
3) Check if the following criteria are satisfied
   \[
   \frac{y_i}{Y_0} > \varepsilon_1 \tag{7a}
   \]
   \[
   |y_{i+1} - y_i| < \varepsilon_2 \tag{7b}
   \]
   where \( Y_0 \) is the maximal value of \( y_i \) when ME is null and \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \) are the stopping criteria.
4) If both criteria are not satisfied increment nFDi and go to step 1, otherwise stop and declare the knee found at nFDi.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our algorithm was tested on images from the MIAS database (Mammographic Image Analysis Society) [39]. The MIAS images are distributed as 8 bit-per-pixel grayscale images at 50 μm per pixel spatial resolution and 1024 × 1024 pixels size. Sixty-nine images were used in this study. The sixty-nine images were those on which the radiologist could confidently mark the breast contour in order to assess the success rate of our algorithm.

3.1. Radiologist Assessment

A radiologist was invited to manually delineate the contours of breast in mammograms which were used as standard reference. To ease the radiologist’s task, breast edge visualization was improved using logarithmic contrast enhancement. The breast contours obtained by our algorithm were compared to the radiologist ones. Several criteria were chosen so that a fair comparison of our results with those of previous studies could be made. Those performance criteria were defined as follows:

- **Per cent Overlap Area (POA):**
  \[
  \text{POA} = \frac{A_C \cap A_R}{A_C \cup A_R}
  \]
  where \( A_C \) and \( A_R \) are the breast area delineated by the radiologist and our algorithm, respectively.
segmentation and the radiologist respectively.

2) False Positive (FP) pixels ratio
FP pixels are defined as pixels assigned to breast area by the algorithm but assigned outside the breast on the standard reference.

\[ FP = \left| A_c \cup A_g \right| - \left| A_g \right| \]

3) False Negative (FN) pixel ratio
FN pixels are defined as pixels assigned out of the breast by the algorithm but assigned inside the breast on the standard reference.

\[ FN = \left| A_c \cup A_g \right| - \left| A_c \right| \]

4) Hausdorff distance measure defined as:

\[ \text{Hd}(C, D) = \max \{ h(C, D), h(D, C) \} \]

where \( h(C, D) = \min \| k - d \| \),
\( C \) is the set of points of the computer detected contour;
\( D \) is the set of points of the drawn contour by the radiologist.

The average proportion of these metrics and their corresponding standard deviation were computed for the 69 images used in this study. The average value and standard deviation of the percent overlap area POA are 98.7% ± 0.9%. The average value and standard deviation of false positive and false negative are 0.36% ± 0.74% and 0.93% ± 0.44% respectively. Figure 5 shows the initial mammogram with contour detected, drawn manually and superimposed on the same image.

3.2. Smoothing Contour

After segmentation, the computer detected contour is not always as smooth as the contour drawn manually (see Figure 5(c)). It usually appears jagged with some shifts of pixels in the noisy area of the boundary. Computing the length of the contour for instance with this rough detected contour may lead to over estimation. Smoothing is therefore applied to reduce noise along contour which is abnormal displacement. Figure 7 shows the result of smoothing of breast contour in a mammogram where smoothed contour and detected contour in a noisy area of the boundary are superimposed on the same mammogram.

3.3. Numerical Estimates and Error Rates

The smoothing is effective when the smoothed contour gets as closer as possible to the segmented contour. To determine how far smoothing should be done, ME, average value and standard deviation (STD) of distance between corresponding pixels in both contours were computed. To derive the optimal nFD, we execute the algorithm described in Subsection 2.5 and plotted the curves of the two criteria defined. These plots are presented on Figure 7 and they help to easily determine the critical values of criteria used in the algorithm.

From the plots on Figure 7, we noticed that both curves become constant near 0.97 and 0.01 respectively. Taking into account that these curves are normalized and that all breast contours present the same behavior of ME, we set \( \varepsilon_1 \) to 0.97 and \( \varepsilon_2 \) to 0.01 in our algorithm in order to detect the knee of the ME curve.

We here provide a comparison of knee point detection using the proposed criteria and Kneedle algorithm (which is the most recent work with best results dealing with the knee problem) [39]. Figure 8 shows the knee
Figure 7. Variation of criteria for knee detection (mdb015).

Figure 8. Knee detection (mdb015). Kneedle online detection (dot), Kneedle offline detection (dash), criteria method online and offline detection (solid).

point detected at nFD = 128 (solid) and nFD = 112 (dash) respectively with the proposed method and the Kneedle method for the case mdb015 offline. These values of nFD obtained by Kneedle algorithm and the proposed approach are quite close and they provide accurate smoothing (see Table 1 for estimates). Note that this result is obtained by computing ME for different amount of FD from 0 to the maximal value. Afterwards, the knee is detected by using the complete set of ME. This way of detecting the knee is called offline detection. This approach is computationally demanding since ME has to be computed iteratively for a huge amount of FDs.

To reduce the computation time, we attempt to detect the knee point at each iteration as nFD is increasing. This way of detecting knee is called online detection. From Table 1, we see that the same knee point is detected when using the proposed criteria online and offline. On the other hand, in the online cases, the Kneedle method detects the knee too much earlier (the word “earlier” refers to the knee position found. However, Kneedle detects the position of the knee in front of the knee curve rather than exactly on the knee) which leads to under-smoothing. Moreover the knee is detected with delay (computationally speaking as shown in Table 1, kneedle will declare the knee after receiving more points or more iterations and therefore with delay) which is globally linked to the parameter S. However, even if the value of parameter S can be tuned to detect nFD optimally, this induces an increase of delay. The delay or latency corresponds to the number of iterations that the algorithm has to perform after the point detected as knee point before declaring it. As the aim of optimization is to reduce computation by quickly detecting the best operating point in the curve, the proposed approach for knee detection appears more effective for this task. Note that the optimal nFD was obtained offline and online with the proposed method without any tuning of criteria.

Table 1 presents the knee point detected online and offline with Kneedle and our algorithm, the nFD derived and error estimates and parameters used in each case.

Table 2 presents average error rates obtained on a set of sixty-nine mammograms while smoothing breast contour. For each mammogram the following values were computed: the nFD found to be optimal (nFDo) for smoothing, the percentage of nFDo to nFD, the mean of error and the final ME (MEf) which represents the maximal displacement that occurred in a pixel. The cases were classified into three groups according to EMf less than 5 pixels, between 5 and 7 pixels and greater than 7 pixels. For each group of cases the table gives its percentage to the dataset and the averages of the ratio of nFD and mean error.

Note that while smoothing breast contour in mammograms with the proposed method, the maximal displace-
The three published methods are based on Level set comparison to radiologist’s manually drawn breast profile. The mean and standard deviation of POA, FP and FN in the performance metrics provided in their publications: methods of breast profile extraction in mammograms and the performance metrics. Mean value and standard deviation of POA, FP and FN. Data not provided in the publications are marked as NA.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The segmentation results obtained with the proposed method demonstrate that the algorithm can work well with images of breast containing some noise in the boundary (see Figure 2). The main advantages of this method are that 1) it preserves nipple if it is in profile, 2) is non iterative and 3) the computation time was set to be constant and non-dependent on the local window size as in global segmentation threshold while 4) providing more accurate results.

The local adaptive threshold approach was compared favorably to active contour models and it was shown in [9] that it does not conserve nipple in profile. Moreover, it was found to cause high rate of false negative by not detecting the nipple region. Also, large relative background misclassification pixels results from snake being unable to identify gradient edge and is therefore attracted towards high-density region inside breast instead of growing outwards in the direction of the true boundary [30].

Table 3 shows the comparison between the segmentation method presented in this work and others reported methods of breast profile extraction in mammograms and the performance metrics provided in their publications: the mean and standard deviation of POA, FP and FN in comparison to radiologist’s manually drawn breast profile. The three published methods are based on Level set [10], active contour [30] and breast border enhanced algorithm [2]. The Hausdorff distance obtained by the proposed approach was 3.07 ± 2.83 mm while the other reported studies did not evaluate this performance metric.

This comparison shows that the approach presented can perform as well or better that those reported. However, the major difference between these approaches lies on computation time. It was reported that extracting breast contour on a typical image of the dataset used in this work by active contour may required up to 3 min whereas only few seconds (less than 3 s) are needed with our approach.

We observed that in the noisy area of the breast boundary, the extracted contour was not smooth but rather jagged. A smoothing approach based on Fourier transform was introduced. Quantitative study on maximal error allowed us to establish two criteria which enable us to derive optimal nFD for smoothing. We show that using those criteria, the knee can be detected efficiently without delay as compared to the kneedle method. Globally the kneedle method tends to quickly detect the knee point on a curve particularly for online case (see Figure 8) and its accuracy depends both on S parameter and the number of data point received. It is possible for both methods to adjust their parameters to detect the knee point faster (front of the knee) or more precisely (end of the knee) but it is obvious that the kneedle method may be more conservative to produce accurate detection [37].

### 5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel approach for accurate extraction of breast profile in mammograms is introduced. The proposed method relied on a two-step approach. The breast region is firstly estimated by the means of local threshold technique built up with sum table principle and the breast contour is then smoothed using FD technique. The proposed approach of extracting and smoothing contour is quite easy to implement as it is based on Fourier Transform. The optimal nFD was found by tackling the problem of knee detection. The result of knee detection problem showed that the proposed method found good values of the optimal nFD and was computationally less consuming when compared to other knee detection methods.
The use of optimal nFD therefore yields accurate smoothing of contour with respect to noise in the boundary. The method was applied to a set of mammograms and yielded accurate extraction of breast contour. Moreover, the average error obtained was less than one pixel size for all the images processed. This method can be useful for preprocessing breast in application dealing with breast tissues characterization and breast cancer detection systems as it accurately delineated the area where further analyses had to be carried out.
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